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borders exist everywhere. They might be imaginary, like the line that 

once divided the world between the Portuguese and the Spanish in the sixteenth 

century, or as concrete as a wall, a ditch or a barbed wired fence. But regardless 

of the form of demarcation, frontiers always bring us in contact with everything 

we understand as foreign or different. Both concrete and symbolic, borders are 

not exclusively made visible through geographic markings or map lines, but are 

above all reflected in the lives of those who live near them.

Terras (Lands) is a documentary about the border between Brazil, Colombia 

and Peru, located in the heart of the Amazon. On this triple frontier the twin 

towns of Letícia (Colombia) and Tabatinga (Brazil) form an urban island sur-

rounded by the forest. It is a region marked by the constant flow of people from 

diverse origins, where ancestral and contemporary cultures live side-by-side. 

Following the everyday lives of the twin towns, the film deals with the contact 

between the various peoples, cultures, languages and creeds.



Synopsis

On the triple frontier of Brazil, Colombia and Peru, the twin towns of Letícia 

and Tabatinga form an urban island surrounded by the Amazon forest. The bor-

der limits are often covered by the dense tropical vegetation. The film builds its 

story as it immerses itself in the daily lives of the towns and their inhabitants. A 

region scored by the constant flow of people from diverse origins, where ances-

tral and contemporary cultures live side-by-side.



the region

For almost 300 years, the Amazon region has been the stage to disputes over the 

political frontiers between Brazil, Peru and Colombia. Throughout this time, a 

regional culture and economy flourished despite official deliberations. From the 

rubber cycle in the nineteenth century to the cocaine boom in the 1970’s and 

80’s, the region became acquainted both with economic opulence and decline. Not 

much was left in these cities from the periods of richness, except for a few drug bar-

ons’ mansions and the ethnic and cultural variety of an immigrant population.

Today, the triple frontier – with the twin towns of Tabatinga (Brazil), Letícia 

(Colombia) and the territory of Peru – is a region marked by the constant transit 

of people of different ethnic backgrounds and nationalities. The limits of this 

urban space are diffuse. A street corner might lead us to another city and an 

avenue or the river may take us to another country. The cities are contradicto-

rily urban, with its asphalt streets, blaring speakers and internet stations, and at 

the same time economically undeveloped, with scarce work opportunities and 

precarious infrastructure.



No obstacles mark the change in territory for those going down the main 

street, from Letícia to Tabatinga, or vice versa. There is just a small cement mark 

and an old plate with faded official information. People are hardly ever stopped 

by authorities on their daily commute from one country to another. But a walk 

along the sidewalk is enough to perceive the deep differences hidden behind the 

apparent spatial continuity. The frontiers are reflected in the intense traffic and 

constant exchange of goods, languages and knowledge, not only between the 

twin cities but also between the three different countries, the town and the forest, 

the indigenous lands and the national territories.

In just ten minute’s boat ride, crossing the Solimões, one comes to the small 

riverside community of Santa Rosa, in Peru. The proximity of this country 

allows a large number of Peruvians to migrate to Letícia and Tabatinga, there-

fore constituting, along with the Indigenous population, the poorest and most 

explored working class. Those who are designated by the generic word “Indians” 

in truth come from various ethnic backgrounds and their land many times are 

spread over Brazilian, Colombian and Peruvian territories. Marriages between 

Brazilians, Colombians, Peruvians, and between Indians and non-Indians are 

frequent, resulting in a population marked by the mixture of nationalities and 

ethnicities, where traditional indigenous cultures and contemporary lifestyles 

go hand-in-hand and influence each other.



research and filming

The project Terras has been in development since 2004. In July 2005 field research 

was carried out, during which time Maya Da-Rin lived for two months in the 

town of Letícia and traveled around the region of the triple frontier. The research 

was done in collaboration with researcher Geraldo Pereira and the writers Luiza 

Leite and Daniel Bueno.

This initial phase of research resulted in a new project, the documentary Margin, 

made by the same crew as Terras. The film follows a three-day journey along the 

Amazon river in a large public boat. Carryng out that project allowed the crew to 

delve into the frontier’s universe and go deeper into the research for Terras.

In November 2006, the filming of Terras began, lasting six weeks. The 

shooting crew was made up of Maya Da-Rin (Direction), Luiza Leite (Assistant 

director), Pedro Urano (Cinematography), Bruno Vasconcelos (Sound record-

ist) and Mara Junqueir (Production manager).



Narrative

The film’s narrative is constructed from small daily actions and events: the hubbub 

of the market where Indians and riverside locals sell fruits, grain and nuts; the 

coming and going of motorbikes and taxis crossing town; a game of billiards where 

the men of Letícia gather in the evenings; the arrival of Peruvians and Indians at 

the port of Tabatinga; a dance put on in the Peruvian community of Santa Rosa, 

where locals from three countries enjoy pop music and local rhythms.

In following the daily movement of some of the twin towns’ inhabitants, Terras 

seeks to capture the presence and influence of the frontier on their lives. Manoel 

works at the port of Tabatinga and carries passengers and goods on his small motor 

boat between Brazil and Peru. Willian, Raul and Carlos are taxi drivers and each 

day transport the population across the frontier dividing the twin towns. Basília, 

an Indian of Colombian Bora origins, lives in Letícia and often visits relatives in 

the villages near the town. Irene lives in the forest near Letícia, and every Saturday 

sells local produce at the town’s market. Francisco is a faith healer and lives with 

his wife Celina on the outskirts of Tabatinga, where he treats his patients through  

the use of Ayahuasca – a plant used by the indigenous shamans as an oracle and 

means for healing. Florentino, an Indian of Brazilian Ticuna origins, lives in the 

village of Umariaçu and is a teacher at the community’s indigenous school. 



Approach and form

The script was developed during the edit, which was carried out by Karen Akerman, 

Maya Da-Rin and Joaquim Castro. The film allows itself to be guided by the dif-

ferent geographies which make up the region: the twin towns, the Solimões river 

and the forest. Through the photography and sound, Terras intends to explore 

the concept of frontier beyond the territorial demarcations which divide nations. 

The film is constructed so as to reveal both the more concrete manifestations of 

the frontier, and those which are more tenuous or abstract.

In Terras, the territorial frontier is a starting point for dealing with ques-

tions such as: the contact and influence between traditional Indian cultures and 

contemporary ways of life, the relationship between towns and the forest in the 

Amazon of today, and the encounter and contact between different countries 

and cultures of South America.

The film follows the rhythm of the town, the waters of the river, the rain, 

wating at the port and morning bathing at the rivernbank. The sound design of 

Terras, created by the musician Edson Secco, creates a musical score based on 

the direct sound recorded during shooting.

Terras doesn’t set out to settle matters or present conclusive answers, but to 

stimulate a reflection on the relationship and contact between different nation-

alities, ethnicities and cultures, through a poetic and reflective approach.



comments by director 
Maya Da-rin about the film

Terras was born from the desire to film transition spaces. The place of fissure, of 

gaps, and also of encounters. Arriving at the frontier between Brazil, Colombia 

and Peru, I noticed a multi-faceted reality, where ancestral and contemporary 

cultures mutually influence each other. The land, usually perceived as a material 

possession and a political territory by those in the West, is seen by the Indians in 

its spiritual connotation. The film gradually reveals that both the border and the 

land have different meanings for the inhabitants. Terras’ narrative is built on the 

place’s geographies – the town, the forest, the river – and the daily movement of 

people across these spaces. The movement of traveling shots brings us the flow and 

constant traffic along the border, while the fixed shots emphasize belonging and 

the relationship with space. The sound, the rhythm, the texture and colors of the 

film compose a personal approach to the land of my continent, South America.



technical sheet

Director and Script: Maya Da-Rin

Producer: Sandra Werneck

Cinematography: Pedro Urano

Editing: Karen Akerman, Maya Da-Rin, Joaquim Castro

Sound design and Original music: Edson Secco

Sound recordist: Bruno Vasconcelos, Altyr Pereira

Executive producer: Maya Da-Rin

Assistant director: Luiza Leite

Production manager: Mara Junqueira

Research: Daniel Bueno, Luiza Leite, Geraldo Pereira, Maya Da-Rin

Production company: Cineluz

Co-production: Synapse, sb tv Progaramming

Length: 74 min.

Screening format: hd-d Cinema

Shooting format: hdv (High definition video)



Director

Born in 1979, Maya Da-Rin graduated in design at the Pontifícia Universidade 

Católica do Rio de Janeiro and attended film courses at the School of Cinema and 

Television of San Antonio de los Baños, Cuba. Since 1997, she has been actively 

working as film director, editor and assistant director. She wrote the story for 

the feature film Possible lovers, directed by Sandra Werneck, awarded Best Latin 

American Film at the Sundance Film Festival, 2001. As assistant director and 

editor she participate in several feature and documentaries films. Her work as 

director includes the experimental video Entrefaces, and the documentaries The 

world tilts to here and Margin. Margin was selected by Instituto Itaú Cultural/

Rumos cinema e vídeo 2006, and awarded Best Film at Tekfestival (Italy), as well 

as receiving an Honorary Mention at Forumdoc.bh (Brazil). Terras (Lands) is her 

first feature-length film and was selected for the program Latin American Works 

in Progress, promoted by the European Film Market, at the Berlin International 

Film Festival, 2008. Maya is currently working on the script of the short fiction 

Último andar (Last floor).



Production company

Cineluz was founded in 1992 by filmmaker Sandra Werneck. Since its beginning, 

the company has made prize-winning documentaries and feature films for the 

Brazilian cinematographic market as well as established important international 

partnerships and co-production agreements.

Among the company’s acclaimed documentary films are Teen mothers, 

selected for the Panorama Screening at the Berlin International Film Festival, 

and Kids War, prizewinner at the Amsterdam International Documentary Film 

Festival (idfa) and the Havana Festival. Cineluz also produces projects conceived 

by filmmaker Maya Da-Rin, who directed the documentary Margin, (Best Film 

at Tekfestival – Italy, and Honorary Mention at the Forumdoc.bh – Brazil).

Over the past years, feature films produced by Cineluz have received rave 

reviews. Cazuza, Time doesn’t stop was Brazil’s box office hit in 2004 and was 

awarded more than 30 prizes at festivals in Brazil and worldwide. Possible Loves 

was a prize winner at the Sundance Festival (2001) and at the Miami Film Festival 

(2001). The company’s first feature film, Little book of love, received prizes at 

various festivals, achieving great popularity among critics and audiences.



co-producer and partnerships

Terras was made in co-production with the companies Synapse and sb tv 

Programming. It received the support of the ngo Centro de Trabalho Indigenista, 

Tabatinga City Hall, Rico Linhas airlines and equipment suppliers Bureau.



Maya Da-rin
tel +55 21 2512 1770  
mob +55 21 9649 5892
mwdarin@uol.com.br 
www.cineluz.com.br design thiago Lacaz


